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Welcome to The Shakespeare Theatre’s
production of Pericles by William
Shakespeare!
Each season, The Shakespeare Theatre presents
five plays by William Shakespeare and other
classic playwrights. The Education Department
continues to work to deepen understanding,
appreciation and connection to these plays and
classic theatre in learners of all ages. One
approach is the publication of First Folio: Teacher
Curriculum Guides.

In the 2004-05 season, the Education
Department will publish First Folio: Teacher
Curriculum Guides for our productions of
Macbeth, Pericles and The Tempest. The Guides
provide information and activities to help
students form a personal connection to the play
before attending the production at The
Shakespeare Theatre. First Folio is full of material
about the playwrights, their world and the plays
they penned. Also included are different
approaches to explore the plays and
productions in the classroom before and after
the performance. First Folio is designed as a
resource both for teachers and students.
The Shakespeare Theatre’s Education
Department provides an array of School,
Community, Training and Audience Enrichment
programs. A full listing of our programs is
a v a i l a b l e on our web s i t e ( www .
shakespearetheatre.org/edu.html) or in our
Education Programs Brochure. If you would like
more information on how you can participate in
other Shakespeare Theatre programs, please call
the Education Hotline at 202.547.5688.
Enjoy the show!
Note: Throughout the articles in the Folio key words or
phrases will be underlined to highlight important ideas
and concepts. Definitions can be found in the margins.
Please review these key words with your students.

A Brief History of the Audience

I can take any empty space and call it a bare stage. A man walks across this
empty space whilst someone else is watching him, and this is all that is
needed for an act of theatre to be engaged. —Peter Brook, The Empty Space

The nature of the audience has changed throughout history, evolving from a participatory crowd to a
group of people sitting behind an imaginary line, silently observing the performers. The audience is
continually growing and changing. There has always been a need for human beings to communicate
their wants, needs, perceptions and disagreements to others. This need to communicate is the
foundation of art and the foundation of theatre’s relationship to its audience.
In the Beginning
Theatre began as ritual, with tribal dances and
festivals celebrating the harvest, marriages, gods, war
and basically any other event that warranted a party.
People all over the world congregated in villages. It
was a participatory kind of theatre, the performers
would be joined by the villagers who believed that
their lives depended on a successful celebration—the
harvest had to be plentiful or the battle victorious, or
simply to be in good graces with their god or gods.
Sometimes these festivals would last for days and the
village proved tireless in their ability to celebrate.
Many of these types of festivals survive today in the
folk history of areas such as Scandinavia, Asia, Greece
and other countries throughout Europe.

ended with what the Christians called “morally
inappropriate” dancing mimes, violent spectator sports
such as gladiator fights, and the public executions for
which the Romans were famous. The Romans loved
violence, and the audience was a lively crowd.
Because theatre was free, it was enjoyed by people of
every social class. They were vocal, enjoyed hissing
bad actors off the stage, and loved to watch criminals
meet large ferocious animals, and soon after, enjoyed
watching those same criminals meet their death.
The Far East
In Asia, theatre developed in much the same way it
has elsewhere, through agricultural festivals and
religious worship. The Chinese and Japanese
audiences have always been tireless, mainly because
their theatre forms, such as the Japanese “Kabuki” and
“Noh” plays and Chinese operas, could last anywhere
between a full day, if not three days, beginning
between six to nine in the morning! In China, the
audience was separated; the higher classes sat closer
to the action of the play, and the lower classes,
generally a louder, more talkative bunch, would be
placed in stalls at the back. The audience expected a
superior performance, and if it lacked in any way, the
audience could stop the production and insist on a
different presentation. In Japan, theatre began with
all-day rice festivals and temple plays sponsored by
priests. These evolved into “street performances”
where the performers led the audience on a trip
through the village. In theatre houses, the upper
classes sat in constructed boxes, and women in
disguise (it was not considered proper for a
respectable woman to be seen at the theatre) and
lower classes would stand below with the “inspector”
standing on a high platform in the middle, keeping a
strict eye on everyone.

It’s Greek to Me
The first recorded plays come from the Greeks (fourth
and fifth centuries BCE). Their form of theatre began
in much the same way as previous forms did. It
stemmed from the celebration of the wine harvest
and the gods who brought citizens a fruitful harvest—
specifically Dionysus, the god of wine. Spectators had
a great deal of respect for their gods, and thousands
would flock to the theatre to experience a full day of
celebration. The day of drama and song made for a
lively crowd. Staff-bearers patrolled the aisles to keep
the rowdies under control. While theatre was free,
your seat was determined by your station in life. The
rich had cushioned seats at the front, while the
peasants, artisans and women were forced to take
seats at the back. In the later years, after a full day of
drink, Greek audiences were not above showing
disapproval at a less-than-spectacular performance.
Stones were thrown, as well as other sloppy objects,
hissing was popular and loud groanings of
discontent could usher any actor into early
retirement.

A Couple of Hundred Years Without Art
Tolerance took a holiday during the period of
European history known as the Dark Ages. During this
time period culture of all kind went on hiatus—most
especially that frivolous, godless display of lewd and
licentious behavior known as theatre. Fortunately it

The Romans, or the inspiration for Gladiator
The Romans took the idea of “spectator” an inch or so
further. Their theatre (first through third centuries
BCE) developed in much the same way as the Greeks;
with comedy, tragedy and festivals, but unfortunately
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reemerged, with some severe restrictions, during the
Middle Ages.

the audience. Theatre companies still existed on the
patronage of the very wealthy and often performed
plays exclusively in the salons of the rich, famous and
powerful. A few hundred years later, opera composer
Richard Wagner figured out that to focus the
audience’s attention away from themselves and onto
the stage, the lights needed to be off—forcing the
audience to watch the performance. Since that time
the audience has taken its cue that the performance is
about to begin from the lights overhead beginning to
dim. This small adjustment in lighting effectively
erected a permanent barrier between the action
onstage and the audience.

Pageant Wagons
Western theatre further developed from the Greek
and Roman traditions through the Middle Ages with
“Mystery Plays” sponsored by the church. Organized
theatre was frowned upon, as it was a place for
congregation of the lower classes, encouraging
disease and immoral behavior. Church leaders would
allow performances of bible scenes, however, for the
people who could not read. These productions
moved to different locations much like traveling the
“stations of the cross.” To spread the good word to
the broadest section of the population, these plays
left the confines of the church building and began to
travel on what were known as “pageant wagons.”
These wagons held one entire location, and a series
of wagons hooked together permitted a company to
tell an entire story just about anywhere. Troupes of
actors would roam the countryside setting up makeshift theatres in inns, pubs, public squares—pretty
much anywhere they could park.

Freud...Tell Me About Your Mother
While dimming the house lights has drastically
changed the overall aesthetic of theatre, another
modern movement has had even greater impact on
theatre in the 20th century. Psycho-analysis—Id, ego,
super-ego and subconscious desires—made theatre
more introspective in its search for truth. As theatre
became more psychological, more a representation of
real life, the audience felt as if they were
eavesdropping. Twentieth century theatregoers spend
a great deal of time and thought pondering the
psychological motivations of characters. There is now
an imaginary wall, called the “fourth wall,” separating
the performers and the audience. It affects how we
view the performance and how actors portray
characters—we can observe the people onstage as
they relate their problems, fears and desires without
them noticing us at all.

Within This Wooden O
During Shakespeare’s era—the Elizabethan period—
theatre companies were awarded status and
privilege based on patronage from wealthy
landholders or the royal family. With patronage came
money so the companies began building theatres.
The theatre of Shakespeare’s day was attended by all,
was inexpensive, and was known to be an incredibly
good time. Surrounding the stage was the lower “pit”
where the “groundlings” (or lower classes)
congregated and above, octagonally surrounding
the pit, were the stalls reserved for the upper classes.
If you were stationed in the pit, it was not uncommon
to have a goblet of wine dumped on your head—or
to be drooled or spat upon by the “more civilized”
people above you. Elizabethan audiences did not
know what it meant to be quiet for a performance
and would talk back to the actors. Thought to be
involved in spreading the “black plague,” the good
time abruptly ended with the closing of the theatres
in 1592.

Now the Options are Endless
Today, for the audience, just about anything goes.
History has shared with us many types of theatre and
we, the spectators, bring our own experiences and
histories to the event, causing us to react differently to
different productions. Unlike movies or television, the
actor-audience relationship is a “live” relationship:
each is in the other’s presence, in the same place at
the same time. It is the exchange between the two
that gives theatre its unique quality. As audience
members we have an obligation to be attentive,
allowing the performers to fulfill their obligation—to
entertain and enlighten us. There is always a dialogue
between audience and performer, whether visual or
vocal. All individuals participating in the theatrical
event, whether as audience or performer, bring to it a
personal background and experience that becomes
vital to their response to the interaction. In the same
way, participants leave the performance enriched
both by their own individual experience and that of
the larger community to which they belong for a brief
moment within the confines of the theatre walls. We
must listen to capture and understand what the
performers are trying to communicate, and at the
same time, they must listen to us.

Look at me, look at me...
During the Restoration, theatre became a luxury. For
the almost entirely upper class audience, the purpose
of going to the theatre was “to see, and to be seen.”
The stage was a rectangular area between a long
hallway of boxes. The best seats in the house were
often right on stage! The house lights were up full so
the audience could see each other better, not the
action on stage. The theatre of the Restoration
consisted mainly of light, fluffy comedies performed
in an oratory style—actors posing, wearing BIG
costumes and practically screaming over the din of
2

On William Shakespeare
No man’s life has been the subject of more speculation
than William Shakespeare’s. For all his fame and
celebration, Shakespeare’s personal history remains a
mystery. There are two primary sources for
information on the Bard—his works, and various legal
and church documents that have survived from
Elizabethan times. Unfortunately, there are many gaps
in this information and much room for conjecture.

else’s property) and
escaped to London to
avoid prosecution in
Stratford. Another holds
that he left home to
work in the city as a
school teacher. Neither
is corroborated by
contemporary testimony
or
public
record.
Whatever the truth may
be, it is clear that in the
years between 1582
and
1592,
William Portrait of Shakespeare engraved by
Shakespeare
d i d Martin Droeshout, found on the title
become involved in the page of the First Folio edition of
London theatre scene as Shakespeare’s works, 1623.
a principal actor and
playwright with one of several repertory companies.

We know a man named William Shakespeare was
baptized at Stratford-upon-Avon on April 26, 1564,
and was buried at Holy Trinity Church in Stratford on
April 25, 1616. Tradition holds that he was born three
days earlier, and that he died on his birthday—April
23—but this is perhaps more romantic myth than fact.
Young William was born of John Shakespeare, a
glover and leather merchant, and Mary Arden, a
landed heiress. William, according to the church
register, was the third of eight children in the
Shakespeare household, three of whom died in
childhood. We assume that Shakespeare went to
grammar school, since his father was first a member of
the Stratford Council and later high bailiff (the
equivalent of town mayor). A grammar school
education would have meant that Shakespeare was
exposed to the rudiments of Latin rhetoric, logic and
literature.
In 1575, John Shakespeare suddenly disappears from
Stratford’s political records. Some believe that his
removal from office necessitated his son’s quitting
school and taking a position as a butcher’s apprentice.
Church records tell us that banns (announcements)
were published for the marriage of a William
Shakespeare to an Ann Whatley in 1582 (there are no
records indicating that this arrangement was
solemnized, however). On November 27 of the same
year a marriage license was granted to 18-year-old
William and 26-year-old Anne Hathaway. A daughter,
Susanna, was born to the couple six months later. We
know
that
twins,
Hamnet and Judith,
were born soon after
and that the twins
were baptized. We also
know that Hamnet
died in childhood at
the age of 11, on
August 11, 1596. We
don’t know how the
young
Shakespeare
came to travel to
London or how he first
came to the stage. One
theory
holds
that
y o un g
Wi l l
w as
arrested as a poacher
The Chandos portrait of Shakespeare,
(one
who
hunts
which is the only one known to be
illegally on someone
produced during his lifetime.

By 1594, Shakespeare was listed as a shareholder in
the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, one of the most popular
acting companies in London. He was a member of this
company for the rest of his career, which lasted until
approximately 1611. When James I came to the
throne in 1603, he issued a royal license to
Shakespeare and his fellow players, inviting them to
call themselves the King’s Men. In 1608, the King’s
Men leased the Blackfriar’s Theatre in London. This
theatre, which had artificial lighting and was probably
heated, served as their winter playhouse. The famous
Globe Theatre was their summer performance space.
In 1616 Shakespeare’s daughter Judith married
Thomas Quiney, the son of a neighbor in Stratford.
Her father revised his will six weeks later; within a
month he had died. The revised version of William
Shakespeare’s will bequeathed his house and all the
goods therein to his daughter and her new husband;
his wife, who survived him, received the couple’s
second best bed.
In the years since Shakespeare’s death, he has risen to
the position of patron saint of English literature and
drama. In the 1800s especially, his plays were so
popular that many refused to believe that an actor
from Stratford had written them. To this day some
believe that Sir Francis Bacon was the real author of
the plays; others choose to believe Edward DeVere,
the Earl of Oxford, was the author. Still others would
prefer to believe Walter Raleigh or Christopher
Marlowe penned the lines attributed to Shakespeare.
While most people are content to believe that genius
can spring up in any social class or rural setting, the
gap between the known facts and the myths that
surround Shakespeare’s life leaves ample room for
speculation.
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Elizabethan England

Illustration of London,
Wenceslaus Hollar, 1647.

The age of Shakespeare was a great time in English
history. During the reign of Elizabeth I (1558—1603),
England emerged as the leading naval and commercial
power of the Western world, consolidating this position
with the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588.
Elizabeth I firmly established the Church of England
(begun by her father Henry VIII after a dispute with the
Pope) during this time. London in the 16th century
underwent a dramatic transformation; the population
grew 400% between 1500 and 1600, swelling to nearly
200,000 people in the city proper and outlying region
by the time an emerging artist from Stratford came to
town. A rising merchant middle class was carving out a
productive livelihood, and the economy was booming.

stood on the verge of collapse. Many businesses,
including theatres, closed, in part to keep people from
spreading the disease and in part because of the labor
shortage that resulted from such widespread illness and
death. Once the epidemic subsided, the theatres reopened and quickly regained their former popularity.
This explosion of commerce and culture lasted
throughout Elizabeth’s reign and into that of her
successor, James I. James’ rule brought many changes to
English life; the two most pivotal were a bankrupt
economy and an intense dissatisfaction from a minority
religious group—the Puritans. In September 1642, the
Puritan Parliament issued an edict that forbade all stage
plays and closed the theatres; an act that effectively
brought to a close the Elizabethan Renaissance.
Theatres rapidly fell into disrepair and neglect until the
Restoration in 1660.

During Shakespeare's lifetime, England also experienced
a tremendous cultural revival. This so-called English
Renaissance found expression in architecture, music,
literature and drama. Shakespeare both drew inspiration
from and enhanced high and popular culture of the
English Renaissance. Popular entertainment during the
16th century tended to be boisterous and often violent.
Many men, women and children attended public
executions of criminals that took place on a regular
basis, and persons of all social classes and genders
attended theatre performances. The trade of bookmaking flourished during the period as public education
fueled the appetite for great works in print.
During the years 1590-1593, England suffered from an
outbreak of terrible proportions; the bubonic plague or
“Black Death” claimed so many lives that English society

In writing his plays and sonnets, William Shakespeare
drew ideas from many different sources. His keen eye for
detail and his sharp understanding of human nature
enabled him to create some of the most enduring works
of drama and poetry ever produced. But his work also
provides an insightful commentary on 16th-century
English values, life, history and thought.
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Shakespeare’s Works
William Shakespeare, in terms of both his life and body
of work, is the most written-about author in the
history of Western civilization. His canon includes 38
plays, 154 sonnets and two epic narrative poems.
During his lifetime, many of his plays were published
in what are known as Quarto editions, frequently
without receiving the playwright’s permission. The
Quartos are mostly flawed versions containing added
material or missing entire passages from the original
works. The first collected edition of Shakespeare’s
works is called the First Folio and was published after
the playwright’s death in 1623 by two members of his
acting company, John Heminges and Henry Condell.
Since then the works of Shakespeare have been
studied, analyzed, translated and enjoyed the world
over as some of the finest masterpieces of the English
language.
Establishing the chronology of Shakespeare's plays is a
frustrating and difficult task. It is impossible to know in
what order the plays were written because there is no
record of the first production date of any of his works.
However, scholars have decided upon a specific play
chronology based on the following sources of
information: 1) several historical events and allusions
to those events in the plays; 2) the records of
performances of the plays, taken from such places as
the diaries of other Shakespeare contemporaries; 3)
the publication dates of sources; and 4) the dates that
the plays appear in print (remembering that a play
was produced immediately after it was written in the
Elizabethan age, but may not have been published for
years following the first production). Despite the fact
that we have an accepted play chronology, we must
keep in mind that the dating is conjectural, and there
are many who disagree with the order of plays listed
on the next page.
Drawing distinctions between Shakespeare’s plays and
categorizing his works has been a focus of scholars for
hundreds of years, and the criteria used to
differentiate the plays into types or genres has
changed over time.
The distinction between tragedy and comedy became
particularly important during Shakespeare's life.
During that time writers of tragedy conformed to
Aristotle’s definition, relating the tale of a great man or
woman brought down through hubris or fate.
Comedy in this time, much like in our own, descended
from the Roman "New Comedy" of Plautus and
Terence, which kept away from politics and focused
on love, domestic troubles and family affairs.
In the First Folio, some of Shakespeare’s plays are
divided by their theatrical genre—either Tragedies or
Comedies—however, some of the tragedies’
protagonists or heroes, like Romeo, Timon or Macbeth,
do not easily accommodate Aristotle's definition.

The “Dewitt” sketch of the Swan Theatre is thought to be the only
contemporary visual account of an Elizabethan playhouse.

Plays are also categorized in the First Folio as Histories,
done so because these works chronicled the lives of
English Kings. These plays tended toward tragedy
(Richard II or Richard III, for instance) or comedy (the
Falstaff subplots of both parts of Henry IV and the
Pistol-Fluellen encounters of Henry V.) Through the
effort to categorize Shakespeare’s plays in publication,
we can see that his writing style mingled the
antagonistic visions of comedy and tragedy in ways
that still seem novel and startling. The recognition of
this has led scholars since the publication of the First
Folio to add additional genres—problem plays,
romances, tragicomedies—to help classify the works of
Shakespeare. Still other scholars have augmented
these genres by grouping the plays chronologically,
separating by time periods.
The first period, pre-1594 including Richard III and The
Comedy of Errors, has its roots in Roman and medieval
drama—the construction of the plays, while good, is
obvious and shows the author's hand more so than
his later works.
The second period, 1594-1600
including Henry V and A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
shows more growth in style and a less-labored
construction. The histories of this period are
considered Shakespeare's best, portraying the lives of
royalty in human terms. He also begins the
interweaving of genres that would become one of his
stylistic signatures. His comedies mature in this period,
developing deeper characterization and subjects than
previously.
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The third period, 1600-1608 including Macbeth and
King Lear, includes the great tragedies—the principal
works that would earn Shakespeare his fame in later
centuries. The comedies of this period show
Shakespeare at a literary crossroads—they are often
darker and without the clear comic resolution of
previous comedies—hence the term "problem plays" to
describe them. The fourth period, post-1608 including
The Winter’s Tale and The Tempest, encompasses
what have been referred to as the romances or
tragicomedies. Shakespeare at the end of his career
seemed preoccupied with themes of redemption. The
writing is more serious yet more lyrical, and the plays
show Shakespeare at his most symbolic. Scholars
argue whether this period owes more to
Shakespeare's maturity as a playwright or merely
signifies a changing trend in Elizabethan theatre.

Shakespeare’s Plays

First
Performed
1590-91
1590-91
1591-92
1592-93
1592-93
1593-94
1593-94
1594-95
1594-95
1594-95
1595-96
1595-96
1596-97
1596-97
1597-98
1597-98
1598-99
1598-99
1599-1600
1599-1600
1599-1600
1600-01
1600-01
1601-02
1602-03
1604-05
1604-05
1605-06
1605-06
1606-07
1607-08
1607-08
1608-09
1609-10
1610-11
1611-12
1612-13
1612-13

It is important for scholars, teachers and students to
keep in mind that these “genre” classifications were
not determined by Shakespeare during the writing of
each play but imposed after his death to help readers
better understand his work.

Title
Henry VI, Part II
Henry VI, Part III
Henry VI, Part I
Richard III
The Comedy of Errors
Titus Andronicus
The Taming of the Shrew
The Two Gentlemen of Verona
Love's Labour's Lost
Romeo and Juliet
Richard II
A Midsummer Night's Dream
King John
The Merchant of Venice
Henry IV, Part I
Henry IV, Part II
Much Ado About Nothing
Henry V
Julius Caesar
As You Like It
Twelfth Night
Hamlet
The Merry Wives of Windsor
Troilus and Cressida
All's Well That Ends Well
Measure for Measure
Othello
King Lear
Macbeth
Antony and Cleopatra
Coriolanus
Timon of Athens
Pericles
Cymbeline
The Winter's Tale
The Tempest
Henry VIII
The Two Noble Kinsmen*

*The Two Noble Kinsmen is listed although a
few scholars do not believe it is an original
Shakespeare work. The majority of the play
was probably written by John Fletcher,
Shakespeare's close friend who succeeded him
as foremost dramatist for the King's Men.

First Folio title page of Hamlet.
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Shakespeare’s

Verse & Prose

During the Elizabethan period, “English” was a
relatively young language (only about 160 years old)
combining Latin, French and Anglo-Saxon. There was
no dictionary or standardized literacy education.
People in Shakespeare’s London spoke much more
than they read, causing the rules of grammar and
spelling to be quite fluid. Writers created new words
daily and poets expressed themselves in a new form
of writing known as blank verse, first appearing in
1557 in Certain Bokes of Virgiles Aenis by the Earl of
Surrey:

When we scan a piece of text (marking it with a
for the unstressed and / for stressed), we simply
tap out the rhythm of the line, based on dee DUM dee
DUM dee DUM dee DUM dee DUM, to see if the line is
structured in iambic pentameter:
But soft! What light through yonder window breaks?
(II.ii.2)

Embracing the rules of this new verse, Shakespeare’s
early writing operated almost entirely within strict
iambic pentameter.

They whistled all, with fixed face attent
When Prince Aeneas from the royal seat
Thus gan to speak, O Queene, it is thy will,
I should renew a woe can not be told:
(Book II, 1-4)

Prose in Shakespeare’s work is not in iambic
pentameter and relies more heavily on other literary
devices for its speed and rhythm. These devices
include: antithesis (setting opposite words against
each other), lists (series of actions or descriptive words
that build to a climax) and puns (the use or misuse of a
word to mean another word). Shakespeare used prose
to express conversation between the lower classes,
like the Mechanicals in A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
or familiar or intimate scenes, as with Henry and
Katherine at the end of Henry V. He also utilized
prose to express madness or vulgarity, as in the
nunnery scene of Hamlet. The exact meaning of a shift
from verse to prose is not constant, but it always
signals a change in the situation, characters or tone of
a scene. Only Much Ado About Nothing and The
Merry Wives of Windsor rely almost entirely on prose.

That the verse was “blank” simply meant that the
poetry did not rhyme, allowing rhyme-less poets such
as Virgil and Ovid to be translated and Elizabethan
playwrights to emulate the natural rhythms of
English speech within iambic pentameter.
A typical line of verse from this time contains five
units of meter or feet. Each foot contains two
syllables. When the first syllable is unstressed and the
second syllable is stressed (dee DUM), it is an iamb
(iambic meaning push, persistency or determination).
The prefix penta means five, as in the five-sided
shape—a pentagon. Iambic pentameter is therefore
one line of poetry consisting of five forward-moving
feet.
It was this new tradition of blank verse in iambic
pentameter that Shakespeare inherited as he
embarked on his career as playwright and poet.
Similar to the human heartbeat, a horse gallop or the
beat of a piece of music, iambic pentameter drives
and supports Shakespeare’s verse, moving the
language along in a forward flow that emulates the
natural speech and rhythms of life. Here is a standard
line of verse in iambic pentameter from Romeo and
Juliet.

In the following passage from The Merry Wives of
Windsor, note antithesis in Ford’s comparison of
himself with Page and of other men’s possessions with
Mistress Ford, see the list of things Ford would rather
trust others with than his “wife with herself” and
observe the pun on “effect”:
Ford
Page is an ass, a secure ass; he will trust his wife, he will not
be jealous. I will rather trust a Fleming with my butter,
Parson Hugh the Welshman with my cheese, an Irishman
with my aqua-vitae bottle, or a thief to walk my ambling
gelding, than my wife with herself. Then she plots, then she
ruminates, then she devises; and what they think in their
hearts they may effect, they will break their hearts but they
will effect. God be praised for my jealousy!
(II.ii.300-314)

But soft! What light through yonder window breaks?
(II.ii.2)

If we were to say the rhythm and not the words, it
would sound like this:
dee DUM dee DUM dee DUM dee DUM dee DUM

7

As his writing skill level increased, Shakespeare
gradually employed alliteration (the repetition of a
vowel or consonant in two or more words in a
phrase), assonance (resembling vowel sounds in a
line) and onomatopoeia (words with sounds
imitating their meaning) to create deeply poetic,
vibrant images on stage for the characters and his
audience. Examples of these three literary devices are
found in the following four lines:
Chorus
From camp to camp through the foul womb of night
The hum of either army stilly sounds,
That the fixed sentinels almost receive
The secret whispers of each other's watch.
(Henry V, IV.4-7)

An artist’s rendition of the inside of an Elizabethan
theatre.

The hard “C” is repeated in the first line (alliteration),
the “O” is heard in “through”, “foul” and
“womb” (assonance) and the word “whispers” in the
last line imitates the sound whispers produce
(onomatopoeia).

Eventually, in Othello, King Lear and Macbeth,
Shakespeare became a master of building, breaking
and reinventing rhythms and language to create an
entire tone or world for a play. Continuously
experimenting and exploring the combination of form,
meaning and language, he used short and shared
lines between characters more and more, as in
Macbeth, allowing the speed and rhythm of
characters’ thoughts to meet and collide.

By the time Shakespeare wrote Hamlet, he sometimes
allowed a character’s thoughts to overflow their
usual pentameter lines with an extra beat, often
ending with a soft or feminine ending. He also
utilized more and more enjambed or run-on lines,
allowing thoughts to continue from line to line,
rather than finishing a thought per line. He grew to
express the inner life of his characters and the size of
their thoughts within the structure and the scansion
of the text. In this famous passage from Hamlet,
notice the overflow in the first line of Hamlet’s huge
thought beyond the regular pentameter, forming a
feminine ending:

Lady Macbeth I heard the owl scream and the crickets cry.
Did not you speak?
Macbeth
When?
Lady Macbeth
Now.
Macbeth
As I descended?
(II.ii.15-19)

By the time Shakespeare gives his final farewell in The
Tempest, believed by many to be his last play, his verse
is so varied and specific to character and situation that
it is extremely difficult to scan. Shakespeare broke,
rebuilt and reinvented the verse form so many times
that he plays the equivalent of jazz in the rhythms of
Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale and The Tempest. At the
end of The Tempest, in Prospero’s powerfully simple
epilogue, Shakespeare brings his work full circle by
returning to the simplicity of regular verse. Having
created almost 1,700 words, timeless characters and
the greatest poetry in the history of the English
language, Shakespeare “buries his art” and returns to
the form with which he began.

To be, or not to be: that is the question:
(III.i.55)

With this overflow, Shakespeare expresses the
enormity of Hamlet’s thought, his situation and the
uneasy exploration of this argument. (It is important
to remember, however, scanning is subjective and
must be decided by the individual actor or reader.)
This line might also be scanned:
To be, or not to be: that is the question:
(III.i.55)

This creates a trochee, or an iamb of reversed stress—
DEE dum.
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Timeline of Western World Events

Shakespeare’s Life and Works

Events in Western History
1558 Queen Elizabeth I takes the throne.

1564 William Shakespeare born to John and
Mary Shakespeare in Stratford-UponAvon.
1570 John Shakespeare first applies for a
family coat of arms. His application is
denied.

1582 William Shakespeare marries Anne
Hathaway.
1583 Shakespeare’s daughter Susanna born.
1585 Shakespeare’s twins Judith and Hamnet
born.
1587 Shakespeare goes to London to pursue
life in the theatre.
1593 Shakespeare writes Venus and Adonis.
Also begins writing the Sonnets.
1594 Shakespeare becomes a founding
member of the Lord Chamberlain’s
Men.
1596 Hamnet Shakespeare dies at age 11.
1597 Shakespeare purchases New Place in
Stratford.
1599 Shakespeare’s family is granted a coat
of arms.
1601 Shakespeare’s father dies.
1603 The Lord Chamberlain’s Men are
renamed the King’s Men. They perform
at the Court of King James I more than
any other company.

1605 Shakespeare purchases more land in
Stratford.
1608 The King’s Men begin playing at the
Blackfriars Theatre, a prominent indoor
theatre.
1609 Shakespeare’s Sonnets published.
1616 In March, Shakespeare, apparently ill,
revises his will. On April 23rd he dies
and is buried at Holy Trinity Church,
Stratford.
1623 Shakespeare’s First Folio published.

1562 A series of civil wars between Catholics
and Protestants, known as the Wars of
Religion, begin in France.
1564 John Calvin, an influential Protestant
leader during the Reformation, dies.
An outbreak of the plague devastates
London.
1568 A revolt of the Spanish-ruled
Netherlands against Philip II, King of
Spain, begins the Eighty Years War.

1580 Sir Frances Drake circumnavigates the
Earth.
1586 Mary Queen of Scots is tried for treason
and executed by beheading.
1588 The British Navy defeats the Spanish
Armada, avoiding a long war between
England and Spain.
1589 The Wars of Religion end when Henry
of Navarre ascends to the throne to
become King Henry IV of France.
1598 Philip II of Spain dies.
The French Protestants are permitted
to freely practice their religion by the
Edict of Nantes.

Events in Western Art, Science
& Culture
1540 Michelangelo finishes painting The Last
Judgment.
1543 Coperniucus’ heliocentric theory,
claiming the sun is the center of the
universe, is first published.
1564 Christopher “Kit” Marlowe born.
1565 Arthur Golding translates Ovid’s
Metamorphoses. The text later influenced
Shakespeare’s work.
1567 Richard Burbage, a tragedian who
portrayed many of Shakespeare’s
characters, born.
1572 Poet John Donne born.
Playwright Ben Jonson born.
1576 The first permanent theatre in England,
The Theatre, is built.
1577 Raphael Holinshed publishes The
Chronicles of England, Scotland and
Ireland, which becomes Shakespeare’s
primary source for the history plays.
1580 Thomas Middleton, a playwright who
collaboratively wrote many plays, born.
1588 Marlowe’s play Dr. Faustus first produced.
1590 Marlowe’s play The Jew of Malta first
produced; it influenced Shakespeare’s
The Merchant of Venice.
1592 Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy first
produced. It influenced
Shakespeare’s Hamlet.
1597 The Theatre permanently closes due to
the expiration of its lease.
1599 The Globe Theatre is built on Bankside
from the timbers of The Theatre.

1601 The Earl of Essex attempts to rebel
against Queen Elizabeth, fails and is
executed.
1603 The “Scientific Revolution” begins with
1603 Sir Walter Raleigh is arrested, tried and
Johann Kepler’s recordings of planetary
imprisoned for disobeying the Queen
movements and Galileo Galilei’s
by secretly marrying one of her maids of
perfection of the telescope.
honor.
Queen Elizabeth dies. King James VI of
Scotland, son of Mary Queen of Scots,
becomes King James I of England. The
plague once again ravages London.
1606 Ben Jonson’s play Volpone is written.
1604 England establishes a peace treaty with
Spain.
1607 Burbage leases the Blackfriars Theatre
1607 Jamestown, one of the first English
for indoor performances.
colonies in the Americas, is founded.
1610 King Henry IV of France is murdered.
He is succeeded by his son, Louis XIII.
1618 The Protestant German princes and their
foreign supporters begin their struggle
against the Holy Roman Empire. This
marks the start of the Thirty Years War.
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1611 The King James Bible first published.
1616 Ben Jonson’s Workes published in folio.

Synopsis of Pericles

T

Courtesy of the Tate Collection.

he medieval poet John Gower returns from the
grave to tell the story of Pericles, Prince of Tyre.
He starts with Pericles’ search for a wife, which leads
him to the city of Antioch, where King Antiochus has
a beautiful and mysterious daughter. Any knight who
can solve the riddle of her identity will win her hand;
those who fail are executed at once. Pericles
successfully deciphers the riddle, which reveals that
the King and his daughter have an incestuous
relationship. Horrified, Pericles flees Antioch, rightly
assuming that the King will kill Pericles to prevent him
from revealing the answer to the riddle.

In Tyre, Pericles fears that Antiochus may start a war
in order to silence him. Pericles appoints his
counselor Helicanus to rule as regent and again flees.
Pericles arrives in the famine-stricken kingdom of
Tarsus, where he delivers wheat to the starving
citizens. He receives news that an assassin from
Antioch is on his trail and sets sail. A tempest leaves
him the sole survivor of a shipwreck and washed up
on the shore of Pentapolis. A group of fishermen
rescue Pericles and his armor and take him to the
royal court. Simonides, the King of Pentapolis, holds a
tournament for the hand of his daughter Thaisa.
Pericles wins both the tournament and the heart of
Thaisa. They marry, and Thaisa conceives a child.
Back in Tyre, Helicanus explains to Escanes that the
gods have killed Antiochus and his daughter by fire,
ending their incestuous relationship. Three lords
appear and ask Helicanus' permission to seek out
Pericles; he grants it.

Ships in Distress in a Storm, Peter Monamy c. 1720-30.

vows to never wash his face or cut his hair again and
departs for the sea.
At the brothel, Marina avoids losing her maidenhood
and instead uses her goodness and purity to influence
clients to repent. One of these men, Lysimachus,
Governor of Mytilene, falls in love with Marina and
arranges for her to leave the brothel. Marina begins to
teach music and educate the nobles' children, giving
the profits to the Bawd. Lysimachus and Marina are
planning to be wed when news comes that a ship
from Tyre, bearing a crushed and lonely old man, is
sailing into port. Lysimachus greets the ship and tries
to cheer up Pericles, to no avail. Unaware that Marina
is the long-lost daughter of Pericles, he suggests she
visit the old man. She arrives and sings to him, causing
him to speak and ask of her origins. She explains she is
Marina, the daughter of a king, born at sea, whose
mother died, and that a nurse at Tarsus raised her.
Pericles disbelieves her at first but then realizes she is
his daughter and rejoices.

Pericles and his new bride sail home for Tyre, but
another storm blows up, causing Thaisa to go into
labor. She dies while giving birth to a daughter,
Marina. As is custom, Thaisa is buried at sea sealed
tightly in a chest, and Pericles includes a note with
her body asking that she be properly buried if found.
Grief-stricken, Pericles leaves the child to be raised by
Cleon and Dionyza, the King and Queen of Tarsus
whom he had earlier saved from starvation. Thaisa's
coffin washes up at Ephesus, where the magician
Cerimon realizes she is not dead and revives her.
Thaisa is sequestered as a priestess in the Temple of
Diana.

The Goddess Diana visits Pericles in a dream and
instructs him to go to her temple in Ephesus. There,
Pericles tells his tale before the altar and is recognized
by the head priestess in the temple—his beloved
Thaisa. Cerimon reveals her true identity, and
husband, wife and daughter are reunited. Pericles
decrees that Thaisa and he will live in Pentapolis, in
place of Thaisa's father, Simonides, who has recently
died, while Marina and Lysimachus will reign in Tyre.
Gower closes the play by comparing the heavenly
destruction of Antiochus and his daughter with the
ultimate happiness of Pericles, Thaisa and Marina. He
praises Helicanus and Cerimon for their devotion and
goodness and reveals that the townspeople of Tarsus
massacred Cleon and Dionyza in their palace as
punishment for the attempted murder of Marina.

Marina passes her childhood in Tarsus and befriends
Cleon's daughter, Philoten. Dionyza, however, grows
jealous that Marina is more beautiful and beloved
than Philoten and plots to have Marina killed. The
attempted murder is interrupted by the pirates of
Valdes, who kidnap Marina and sell her to a brothel
in Mytilene. Pericles, meanwhile, sails to Tarsus with
Helicanus to see his daughter. Upon arrival, Dionyza
and Cleon claim Marina died in her sleep. Pericles
10

Pericles Glossary

Follow Pericles on his journey, meeting the characters he
encounters and learning about the lands he visits.
Gower
Shakespeare based the narrator of Pericles, Prince of
Tyre on John Gower (c. 1330-1408), a 14th-century
English poet. One of Gower’s principal works is called
Confessio Amantis (Confession of a Lover), published
in 1383. This work contains several Greek and Roman
romances translated into English rhyming couplets.
One of these tales is called Apollonius of Tyre, on
which Shakespeare based Pericles. In Shakespeare's
play, Gower primarily serves to narrate the passing of
time with rhyming couplets and dumb shows.

Ancient Gower. From George Wilkins,
Pericles, Prince of Tyre, 1857.

In Tyre (TIRE)

Founded in 2750 BCE, Tyre is still a thriving city in the
present day country of Lebanon on the Eastern shore of the
Mediterranean Sea. An island in ages past, Tyre was
connected to the mainland by landfill in the 10th century
BCE. The Greeks attributed the invention of the alphabet to
a Tyrian named Cadmus, and his sister, Europa, was
supposedly the namesake of the European continent.
Tyrians, also called Phoenicians, were famous for their
unmatched sailing ability, which led to a thriving maritime
trade. In addition, Tyre’s purple-dyed clothing was worn
throughout the ancient world as a mark of royal rank.
Ancient Tyrians extracted the purple dye from a marine snail
and each gram of dye was worth ten or twenty grams of
gold. Pericles, then, would have been the ruler of a wealthy
and well-respected land.
Pericles, Prince of Tyre (PEH-ri-kleez)
Shakespeare based this character on Apollonius of Tyre from
the old Greek romance translated by John Gower.
Shakespeare changed the name “Apollonius” to “Pericles”
based on a character named Pyrocles in a romance written
in 1580 by Shakespeare’s contemporary, Sir Philip Sidney.
Pericles is also the name of a historical ruler of Greece who
governed democratic Athens at the height of its Golden
Age. This Pericles is unrelated to the character in
Shakespeare’s play.
Helicanus (heh-li-KAY-nuhs)
A trustworthy lord of Tyre who rules the kingdom in Pericles’
absence. When the citizens want to crown him king after
Pericles’ extended absence from home, he refuses, saying
that Pericles is the only true Prince of Tyre.
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Bust of the historical Pericles, who ruled
Athens from c. 495-429 BCE.

Courtesy of Isaac Asimov’s Guide to Shakespeare.

Follow Pericles’ journey on this map of the Mediterranean Sea in the time of Ancient Greece.

In Antioch (ANN-tee-OCK)

In Tarsus (TAR-suhs)

Pericles’ journey begins in Antioch, a city in the ancient
kingdom of Syria, established in 321 BCE as part of the
Seleucid Empire. Pericles would have reached this city
from Tyre by a land journey of about 220 miles
northward—Shakespeare has Pericles make the journey
by sea. Today, the site of ancient Antioch is occupied by
the Turkish town of Antakya.

Fleeing Antiochus, Pericles is befriended by Cleon, the
governor of Tarsus, when Pericles arrives with food and
supplies for the starving country on his first sea voyage.
Tarsus existed on the southern coast of Asia Minor
(currently southern Turkey) and was surely a point of
trade with the Tyrians (Phoenicians). Scholars debate
whether “Tarsus” might actually refer to Thasos, a small
island in the northern Aegean Sea, near present-day
Greece. Either way, Tarsus as Shakespeare writes it is
largely fictional.

Antiochus the Great (ann-TYE-uh-kuss)
The king of Antioch and a corrupt and powerful tyrant
who forces his daughter into incest. When princes come
to vie for his daughter’s hand, he forces them to answer a
riddle correctly or be put to death. Shakespeare did not
base Antiochus the Great on a specific historical
character, though there are many ancient rulers of
Antioch who called themselves Antiochus. Only one,
however, was known as Antiochus the Great, and he
ruled from 223 to 187 BCE. There is no evidence that this
Antiochus the Great was a tyrant or had an incestuous
relationship with his daughter.

Cleon (KLEE-on)
Governor of Tarsus, his land is plagued by famine at the
beginning of the play. Later entrusted with the care of
Pericles’ daughter, Marina, Cleon is unaware that his
wife, Dionyza, actually plots to kill Marina. Cleon is the
name of an unpopular ruler from the Golden Age of
Ancient Greece, but Shakespeare’s Cleon is not based
on any historical figure.
Dionyza (DYE-uh-NIZE-uh)
Wife to Cleon, Dionyza is jealous that Marina is more
beautiful and talented than her own daughter,
Philoten, so she plots to have Marina killed.

Thaliard (THAL-yerd)
A lord of Antioch who is hired by Antiochus to kill Pericles
after Pericles solves the riddle correctly.
12

In Pentapolis (pen-TA-puh-luhs)

Back to Tarsus

After Pericles flees Antioch, he is shipwrecked and
lands in Pentapolis. Pentapolis literally means “five
cities” and was a district of five cities on the north
African shore, then part of the kingdom of Carthage
and currently part of the nation of Libya. Pentapolis
lies 950 miles southwest of Antioch and 550 miles
west of Egypt’s city of Alexandria.

On his way back from Pentapolis, Pericles’ ships are
threatened by another severe storm, during which
his daughter Marina is born. Pericles, believing Thaisa
dead and that his daughter will not survive the trip to
Tyre, casts his wife overboard and heads once more
to nearby Tarsus to leave Marina in the care of Cleon
and Dionyza. If Pericles was indeed headed from
Pentapolis to Tarsus, however, Thaisa’s coffin would
have had to travel 600 miles overnight to reach the
city of Ephesus where she washes ashore by
morning.

Simonides (sigh-MAHN-uh-deez)
The fictional King of Pentapolis and the father of
Thaisa. Simonides was the name of one of the most
prolific early poets of Greece, but again,
Shakespeare’s Simonides does not seem to be based
on any historical figure.

Marina (muh-REE-nuh)
Daughter to Pericles and Thaisa, she grew up in
Tarsus with Cleon and Dionyza as her adopted
parents. In Latin, “Marina” is the feminine form of the
word meaning “of the sea.” Marina is beautiful,
talented, pure and chaste. Even after she is captured
by pirates and sold into prostitution in Mytilene, she
converts all of her customers with her purity and
virtue, and they repent all of their sins. She later
marries the governor of Mytilene, Lysimachus.

Thaisa (thay-EE-sa)
Simonides’ daughter, Thaisa weds Pericles after he
wins the tournament for her hand. Leaving on
Pericles’ ship, she gives birth to their daughter Marina
in the middle of a storm. Thaisa is believed to have
died in childbirth, so Pericles is forced by the crew to
bury her at sea. She is found and revived by Cerimon
in Ephesus and later becomes a priestess at the
temple of Diana.

Lychorida (lye-KAW-ri-duh)
Thaisa’s nurse, whom Pericles entrusts to care for
Marina while she is living with Cleon and Dionyza in
Tarsus. When Lychorida dies, Dionyza is free to begin
her murder plot.
Leonine (LEE-uh-NINE)
Servant to Dionyza, hired to kill Marina. Before he can
complete the deed, however, Marina is kidnapped by
pirates to be sold into slavery. Leonine tells Dionyza
that he completed the murder anyway, and she has
him poisoned to maintain secrecy.

In Mytilene (mitt-uh-LEEN-ee)

When Marina is captured by pirates, they take her to
be sold in Mytilene. Mytilene, in both ancient times
and present day, is the largest city on the Greek
island of Lesbos located in the eastern Aegean Sea.
Lysimachus (lye-SIMM-uh-kuhs)
The fictional governor of Mytilene, Lysimachus begins
as a patron of the brothels who is smitten and
converted to virtue by Marina and later marries her.
Lysimachus is the name of a historical king of
Macedonia, a country geographically close to Greece,
but Shakespeare does not base his character on that
figure.
Pander, Boult and Bawd
The owners of the brothel in Mytilene to which
Marina is sold. Pander, Boult and Bawd are the
meanest members of society, speaking in prose
instead of verse.

Qui me alit me extinguit (Who feeds me extinguishes me), the
motto on the shield of the fourth knight in the tournament for
Thaisa’s hand in Pentapolis. From Geoffrey Whitney, A Choice of
Emblems, 1586.
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Two artists’ renditions of what the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus may have looked like in ancient times.

In Ephesus (EHF-i-suhs)

Ephesus was a thriving city in Asia Minor. Located in present-day Turkey, Ephesus is one of the bestpreserved ancient cities today. In ancient times, it grew to be the second largest city in the Roman
Empire and was home to one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World: the Temple of Diana at
Ephesus. The temple was constructed of marble, contained 127 sixty-foot-high columns and four bronze
statues of Amazons sculpted by the finest artists of the time. The temple served as both a shrine and
marketplace, drawing worshippers and traders from across the world. When St. Paul arrived in the city to
preach Christianity in the first century CE he was met with great resistance from the Ephesians who
worshipped Diana (whom they called Artemis.) Eventually the temple was destroyed by Goth invaders
in 262 CE. In Pericles, the sea deposits Thaisa on the shores of Ephesus, and she resides in Diana’s temple
for 14 years before she is reunited with her husband and daughter.
Cerimon (SEH-ri-mahn)
A lord of Ephesus who conducts a medicinal
ceremony to revive Thaisa when she washes
ashore. He also tells Thaisa about the Temple of
Diana at which she can reside when she thinks
that her husband and daughter have been killed
in the shipwreck.

The Temple’s reconstructed ruins as they stand today in
Ephesus: only one and a half columns remain.

Diana (dye-AN-uh)
The goddess Diana appears to Pericles in a vision
after his reunion with his daughter. In the vision,
the goddess directs him to the Temple at Ephesus
where he is reunited with his wife, Thaisa. In
Roman mythology, Diana was the chaste
goddess of the hunt and the moon, but she has a
complex history. Diana is the Roman version of
the Greek Artemis, who was the goddess of
hunting and fertility. Artemis, as the Ephesians
worshipped her at the Temple, represented
“Mother Earth” and was depicted with her chest
covered with breasts. The worship of Artemis can
also be traced back to the worship of a more
ancient goddess, Cybele of Anatolia, who was
linked to moon worship and farming. The Roman
Diana, however, and the one that Shakespeare
knew, was a symbol of chastity. In Pericles,
Marina calls on Diana to protect her virginity
when she is in danger in Mytilene, and Thaisa
lives a chaste nun-like life in Diana’s temple
during the 14 years of separation from her family.
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The Language and Structure of

Beyond Gower's purposefully stilted language, much of
Pericles is full of verse that seems too awkward or
unfinished to be Shakespeare's, leading many scholars to
believe the first two acts of the play were written by
another playwright, George Wilkins, also a company
member of the King’s Men. Wilkins published a novel
entitled The Painful Adventures of Pericles, Prince of Tyre
in 1608. The earlier passages of Pericles contain awkward
and less compelling language than what we have come
to expect from Shakespeare, as when Pericles attempts to
hide his knowledge of Antiochus' incest:

Courtesy of Mary Evans Picture Library.

S

Pericles

Kings are earth's gods; in vice their law's their will;
And if Jove stray, who dares say Jove doth ill?
It is enough you know; and it is fit,
What being more known grows worse, to smother it.
All love the womb that their first being bred,
Then give my tongue like leave to love my head.
(I.i.92-109)

A late 18th-century portrait of poet John
Gower, based on his tomb effigy.

hakespeare's Pericles begins with an invocation
by the ancient poet Gower in stilted and
unnatural verse:

Even in Shakespeare's earliest plays, his verse never seems
so difficult or clunky as these heavy rhyming couplets
using "will," "ill," "fit," "it," "bred" and "head." In the second
act, as Pericles battles the storm his language seems pale
in comparison with Shakespeare's earlier writing of a man
against the elements in King Lear:

To sing a song that old was sung,
From ashes ancient Gower is come,
Assuming man's infirmities,
To glad your ear and please your eyes.
(I.1-4)

Yet cease your ire, you angry stars of heaven!
Wind, rain, and thunder, remember, earthly man
Is but a substance that must yield to you.
(II.i.1-3)

Gower, a 14th-century poet (c.1330-1408) and
contemporary of Chaucer, was well-known during
Shakespeare's time and would have been
immediately recognizable to Shakespeare's audience
as a popular but old-fashioned poet. Gower narrates
the action of the play in heightened iambic
tetrameter (four units of an unstressed/stressed
rhythm) instead of iambic pentameter (five units of
an unstressed/stressed rhythm and the popular form
of Shakespeare's time). The playwright uses colloquial
phrases to give the narration an older feeling and
sound reminiscent of the Middle Ages:

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage, blow!
You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout
Till you have drench'd our steeples, [drown'd] the cocks!
(King Lear, III.ii.1-4)

By the third act, however, writing and writer seem to
transform into Shakespeare, as Pericles once again battles
a storm but in very different language:
Thou God of this great vast, rebuke these surges,
Which wash both heaven and hell; and thou, that hast
Upon the winds command, bind them in brass,
Having call'd them from the deep. O! still
Thy deafening, dreadful thunders; gently quench
Thy nimble suphurous flashes. O! how Lychorida,
(III.i.1-6)

Here have you seen a mighty king
His child, I wis, to incest bring;
A better prince and benign lord,
That will prove aweful both in deed and word.
(II.1-4)

Gower's use of "I wis" meaning "I know" and "aweful"
meaning "deserving of respect" (the opposite of our
contemporary definition of "awful") not only sets the
the time of the play—an ancient tale told by an old
fashioned poet—but also reveals his source for the
story of Pericles—Gower's Confessio Amantis,
published in 1383.

From the colloquial prose of the three fishermen in the
second act to the short sharp exchanges of the pirates in
the fourth to the world of the brothel, flashes of
Shakespeare's brilliance with prose also appear, making it
even more difficult for scholars to distinguish how and by
whom the play was written.
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Episodic:
Constructed out of
a series of
episodes.
Dumbshow:
A pantomime, or a
story told without
words.

Masque:
Form of theatre
that became
popular around
1603, when James
I took the throne
of England.
Masques were
characterized by
song, dance and
elaborate
productions—often
so expensive they
were only
performed once.

Courtesy of RSCorg.uk.

Structure
The use of Gower as narrator allows this
epic story to combine more than 14 years of
action into a few hours and gives characters
the ability to leap across vast geographic
areas through Gower’s description. For
example, for Thaisa's coffin to travel from
Tarsus to Ephesus (a 600-mile journey) in
five hours, she would need to have drifted
120 miles per hour the entire distance. But
the conceit of Gower telling this story of
Pericles allows us to accept the impossible
and not worry too much about exactly
where and when the action is taking place.

Emrys James as Gower in Terry Hands’ 1969 RSC
production of Pericles.

In this episodic epic—conveying more than 14 years and several life-changing events—
Shakespeare also utilizes dumbshows to move the plot forward. Dumbshows—first
popularized in the medieval mystery plays of the Middle Ages—present a shortened version of
the entire story without dialogue or narration. Preceding the performance, dumbshows
served as a summary or preview to the play. Hamlet uses a dumbshow when presenting his
play, The Mousetrap, in an attempt to trap the guilty king. The dumbshows in Pericles show
major events such as Pericles discovering the supposed tomb of his dead daughter and
lamenting her death in act IV. Shakespeare also
uses the dumbshow to quickly convey
important events and settings without having
to spend too much time on them. With all of
the years and major events detailed in Pericles,
including Pericles’ reunion with both his
daughter and his wife (unlike in The Winter's
Tale, in which the action of Leontes’ reunion
with his daughter happens offstage and
therefore gives more time and emphasis to their
reunion with Hermione), the playwright
needed a device such as the dumbshow to help
him move the action along. Some scholars,
however, believe that by having Gower lament
the use of the dumbshow as a narrative device
without language ("See how belief may suffer
by foul show!" IV.iv.23), Shakespeare criticizes
the masque and reemphasizes a theme found
in many of his plays: that true understanding
comes only from the melding of action and
language.

A sketch for a knight’s costume by Inigo Jones
from a Jacobean masque. Scholars suggest that
Shakespeare mocks this elaborate style of theatre
in Pericles.
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Elizabethans believed that speaking language
aloud was a powerful and creative act that
could affect the world around them. Without
the literacy or visuals that we rely on today,
Elizabethans knew that their identities and
standing in the world relied on their ability to
communicate with the spoken word. The story
of Pericles, as in most of Shakespeare's later
plays, takes us to magical lands and events that
challenge our own imaginations and ask us to
reach farther in our belief in the power of
language.

Journeys and Destinations

P

“The usual hero adventure begins with someone from whom something has been
taken, or who feels there’s something lacking in the normal experiences available
or permitted to the members of his society. This person then takes off on a series of
adventures beyond the ordinary, either to recover what has been lost or to discover
some life-giving elixir. It’s usually a cycle, a going and a returning… There are both
kinds of heroes, some that choose to undertake the journey and some that don’t… In
one kind of adventure, the hero sets out responsibly and intentionally to perform
the deed… Then there are adventures into which you are thrown… You didn’t intend
it, but you’re in now.”
– Joseph Campbell, The Power of Myth

A Century of Growth
Shakespeare wrote Pericles in a time just before a
giant boom of English travel, exploration and
colonization, and advancement in modes and
methods of transportation. Travel for most English
citizens was extremely limited by how far one could
walk or how successful you could navigate the
dilapidated roads with a horse and cart. Giant ruts,
over-turned carts or flooded rivers, not to mention
robbers, could unexpectedly thwart even the shortest
trip between villages. Improvement was gradual and
in the early 1600s it became possible to travel further
throughout the country. In London, the most popular
method of transport was via the river Thames, carried
by watermen and their “wherries,” or passenger
barges. Many smaller, navigable rivers ran
throughout England, which provided a more
dependable and less expensive way of getting from
one place to the other, though an extensive canal
system still loomed in the near future.

National Maritime Museum, London.

ericles follows the life journeys of its title
character and his immediate family—wife
Thaisa and their daughter, Marina—over the span of
many years, beginning before Pericles and Thaisa’s
marriage and concluding with the family’s reunion
14 years after their untimely separation. The
characters embark on vast voyages between great
cities of Ancient Greece, logging immense spiritual
and emotional miles in the process. Theirs are no
mere excursions or pilgrimages, but journeys
following the pattern of “the hero’s journey” as
articulated by Joseph Campbell: separation, initiation
and return. A hero’s journey is one of discovery and
transformation; an everyday person suddenly
immersed in extraordinary circumstances overcomes
trials and tribulations, the doing of which ultimately
changes her perception of the world forever. This
mythological storyline could be seen in the Morality
plays popular in England preceding and during
Shakespeare’s lifetime, and was most certainly
capitalized on by the Bard and his collaborators
when penning Pericles.

English Ships and the Spanish Armada, August 1588. Artist and
date unknown. This shows the style of ship of the English Navy.

The English, under Elizabeth I, developed a respectable
navy to protect the country and serve its financial
interests abroad—mostly in Europe. The pursuit of
interests in truly foreign and “new” lands did not begin in
earnest until the end of the Elizabethan era in 1601 with
the first voyage to Sumatra and Java for the East India
Company. Such exploration was forwarded and
managed almost exclusively by commercial industry.
When James I came to power, he did nothing to advance
the English Navy from its current capacity, and there was
little ship building until his son Charles I took over in the
middle of the century. Exploration was widely transAtlantic and England’s “discovery of the new world” was
marked soon after by the foundation of Virginia in 1607
and the eventual establishment of the Jamestown colony.
Popular reaction to the new world reflected a mixture of
fear and excitement. There was little concrete knowledge
distributed about the American colonies, but what
appeared evident was the danger English citizens met
with abroad: disease, famine, harsh weather,
unpredictable terrain and an alien culture of “uncivilized”
people. Before they encountered these challenges, they
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needed to survive the voyage across the ocean. In
many respects, sea faring was more dangerous: no
sanitation, limited food and fresh water, sailors of
questionable background, cramped quarters
potentially with livestock and humans housed
together. Colonists and commercial explorers
traveled on cargo ships, not even fit for passengers.
While the average crossing time ranged 8 to 12
weeks, it could take upwards of 20 weeks depending
on weather conditions, navigational abilities and, it
would appear sometimes, luck.

the spirit over 14 years of religious study and prayer—a
journey we do not witness onstage. When she is
reunited with her husband and daughter, it is by no
physical action of her own but by the power of spirit
and the goddess that she has tapped. She is revived
from her watery “death” by way of her transformation
or rebirth over time in the temple.
Marina is likewise reborn into her former life after
having survived more harrowing circumstances. She is
forced to contend with an upside-down world when
her suddenly wicked step-mother plots Marina’s
demise. The young girl uses all she has—her spiritual
center—to maneuver through each test of virtue—the
murderous Leonine, kidnapping pirates, lecherous
bawds and brothel clientele. Unlike either parent,
Marina is active and engaging in the face of danger.
She does not relent or cringe and tirelessly works her
way through life to make her world a better, more
moral place. It is this forward motion, Marina’s
perseverance, which reunites her with her father. It
could also be assumed that it is Thaisa’s prayer and
devotion to Diana that results in Pericles’ vision,
pushing he and his daughter to the temple in Ephesus,
reuniting their family.

It is likely that Shakespeare and his public had a
limited knowledge of sea faring, and he likely played
on this when creating the characters’ geographical
journeys in Pericles. Shakespeare sets the play in an
unspecific point of time in ancient Greece, perhaps
around 200 BCE, through allusions and references to
Hellenic culture and specific location names he
probably pulled straight from history books. Taking
into account English ignorance of ancient
geography, Shakespeare did not need to establish
entirely plausible travels for Pericles, Thaisa or Marina.

The Hero’s Journey
In going from Tyre to Antioch, Pericles was on the
first step of his hero’s journey—he had left his
homeland to venture into the wider world to seek his
fortune. This was his “call to adventure,” or desire to
leave the known Tyre for the unknown Antioch.
Outside the comforts of Tyre, the world holds people
of questionable morals like Antiochus and Dionyza,
who place Pericles and his family members in peril.
The world also holds the unforeseeable dangers of
nature, appearing in the form of two vicious storms at
sea, and also provides Pericles with great fortune—
the good natured fisherfolk, his father’s armor
washing up on the shores of Pentapolis. Pericles
encounters the fortunes and torments life presents
him and deals with them on a first-come, first-served
basis. But his dealings are quite passive, allowing
things to happen and affect him, but not actively
moving to affect change anywhere or with anyone.
He appears ready to return to his ship and continue
sailing. His emotional sufferings hang on him,
manifested quite literally when he refuses to shave or
clean himself with the believed death of his daughter.

The family reunion at the end of Pericles completes
each character’s journey. The three members travel
together and individually back and forth between great
cities, modeled after those of ancient Greece. At each
step in the journey, Pericles, Thaisa and Marina are
transformed, engaging in self-discovery, renewal and
spiritual rebirth. As a family they continue on the next
leg of life together, and Pericles comes to an end.

Courtesy of www.amrep.org.

Thaisa and Marina do not make the conscious choice
to venture out into the wider world as Pericles does,
yet they too embark on journeys of discovery and
self-awareness. Thaisa’s initial sea-faring in the play is
of necessity—traveling from her father’s homeland to
her husband’s—but her greater journey is forced
upon her when her believed-lifeless body is launched
off Pericles’ ship. Thaisa arrives in Ephesus, at the
city’s spiritual center and into the physical care of the
great doctor Cerimon and the emotional care of the
goddess Diana. Thaisa does not travel in body from
this location but instead explores the great depths of
18

The “friendly fisherfolk” from ART’s 2003 production
of Pericles.

Greek Revival
Heracles:
Son of Zeus,
renowned for his
great strength.
Also known as
Hercules by the
Romans.
Zeus:
Supreme ruler of
the Olympian
gods.
Hesperides:
Daughters of Atlas
who guarded
Hera’s garden.
Ladon:
Hundred-headed
dragon who also
guarded the
garden with the
golden apples.
Atlas:
Titan who was
forced to bear the
world on his
shoulders as
punishment for
revolting against
Zeus.
Titan:
Greek race of
giants who ruled
the earth until they
were overthrown
by the Olympian
gods.

A

Greek Revival

mong the major influences in Shakespeare’s writing were Greek and Roman
mythology. Names, places, themes, characters and gods from Greek and Roman myths
appear in many of his plays, from comedies like A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The
Comedy of Errors to tragedies like Troilus and Cressida and Titus Andronicus. Greek epic
poems, such as Ovid’s Metamorphoses, formed the backbone of an Elizabethan education
and many writers in Shakespeare’s time translated those myths into English. Pericles, Prince of
Tyre uses as its source a story from an anonymous ancient Greek myth titled Apollonius of
Tyre. Shakespeare would have known this story through a poet named John Gower, who
lived in the 14th century. Shakespeare’s audience, therefore, would have been familiar with
the characters and stories from Greek and Roman culture and would have recognized the
references to mythic figures embedded in the tale of Pericles, including Hercules and the
Hesperides, the Trojan Horse, Aesculapius, Paphos and the goddess Diana, who has a
complex mythological history all her own.
Hesperides
When Pericles attempts to win the hand of Antiochus’ daughter, Antiochus warns him about
the danger of the situation with these words:
Before thee stands this fair Hesperides,
With golden fruit, but dangerous to be touched;
For deathlike dragons here affright thee hard. (I.i.28-30)

With these words, Antiochus compares his daughter to one of the labors of Heracles
[Hercules]. Heracles was a son of Zeus blessed with superhuman strength. Hera, Zeus’ wife,
drove Heracles mad with her antagonism and in a rage, Heracles killed his own children. To
atone for his crime, Heracles had to complete twelve labors, or nearly impossible tasks. The
eleventh labor of Heracles was to fetch three
golden apples from the garden of the Hesperides.
Gaia, the earth-mother goddess, had given Zeus
and Hera these golden apples as a wedding gift.
Hera planted them in a remote garden
surrounded by a high wall and guarded by Ladon,
an immortal dragon with one hundred heads. The
apples were also protected by the Hesperides, a
group of nymphs reported to be the daughters of
Atlas. Heracles went through great trials and
many battles just to reach the garden itself, and
along the way realized he could not retrieve the
apples without assistance. He asked for help from
Atlas, the Titan who was forced to bear the
weight of the earth on his shoulders. Heracles
offered to shoulder the burden for a moment if
Atlas would fetch three apples from the garden.
Atlas did so, but when he returned, he refused to
take the weight of the earth back. Heracles, not to
be so easily tricked, pretended that he enjoyed
holding the weight of the earth and asked Atlas to
hold it for a bit while Heracles retrieved a cushion
for his shoulder. As soon as Atlas took the earth
back, Heracles ran off with the three apples.
Antiochus, then, is comparing the golden fruit of
the Greek myth with his own beautiful daughter— Hercules in the Garden of Hesperites.
lovely to have, but almost deadly to achieve—and Engraving by Johann Volckhamer, c.1708-14.
Pericles to the crafty Heracles.
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Trojan Horse:
Giant wooden
horse given by the
Greeks to the
Trojans. The
Trojans believed it
to be a gift, but it
was actually filled
with Greek soldiers
who attacked the
city.
Minerva:
Goddess of
wisdom, medicine,
the arts, science
and trade, dyeing
and war.

The Trojan Horse
As Pericles continues on his journey, he
compares his ships to an item from Greek myth,
the Trojan Horse. As he approaches the shores
of Tarsus he says:
…these our ships you happily may think
Are like the Trojan horse was stuffed within
With bloody veins expecting overthrow,
Are stored with corn to make your needy bread.
(I.iv.91-94)

The Trojan Horse was a scheme used by the
Greeks after laying siege to the city of Troy for Greek myths are still being retold today. This image of
10 years. They built a giant hollow horse as a the Trojan Horse is from the 2004 film Troy.
sacrificial offering to the Trojan’s goddess,
Minerva. The Trojans brought the offering inside their city walls only to find that the Greeks
had filled the horse with their best warriors, who burst out and attacked the city. Pericles
fears that the starving citizens of Tarsus might believe his ships are equally as hostile, but the
ships actually hold corn to make bread.
Greek Gods and Goddesses
The characters in Pericles also make frequent pleas to the
Greek gods and goddesses as they proceed through their
struggles. When Cerimon finds the apparently dead Thaisa on
the shore of Ephesus, he conducts a medicinal ceremony to
bring her back to life. As he is performing the rites he says,
“And Aesculapius guide us!” (III.ii.112). Aesculapius was the
son of the god Apollo who was so skilled as a doctor that he
could bring the dead back to life. This enraged Hades, the god
of the underworld, who asked Zeus to kill the offending
Aesculapius with a thunderbolt. After his death, Aesculapius
became the god of medicine. Today, the symbol of the medical
profession is a physician’s staff with an Aesculapian snake
wrapped around it.

Aesculapius:
Greek god of
medicine and
healing.
Hades:
Lord of the dead
and ruler of the
nether world.

Paphos:
City in Cyprus that
was the site of one
of the oldest
centers for the
worship of
Aphrodite, or
Venus.

Diana:
Called Artemis by
the Greeks, the
patron goddess of
the city of Ephesus.

Amazons:
Mythological tribe
of warrior women
who worshipped
Artemis.

The common symbol of the
medical profession today is a
reference to the Greek god of
medicine, Aesculapius.

Another reference to a mythological figure is spoken by
Dionyza, who is complaining that her own daughter cannot
compare in beauty with the adopted Marina.
With dove of Paphos might the crow
Vie feathers white. (IV.intro.31-33)

Here Dionyza makes a reference to the dove of Paphos, who was one of the doves that drew
Venus’ chariot. Venus was the Roman goddess of beauty, knows as Aphrodite by the Greeks.
However, the goddess on whom most of the characters in the play call is Diana. In the play,
Thaisa lives in Diana’s temple at Ephesus for 14 years before being reunited with her
husband and daughter. Marina calls to Diana for assistance when she is captured by pirates
and sold to bawds and is forced to fight to maintain her chastity. At the end of the play,
Diana even appears as a vision to Pericles after he is reunited with Marina. Shakespeare and
his contemporaries would have known Diana as the chaste goddess of hunting and the
moon. However, Diana has a complex history as both a chaste goddess and a fertility
goddess. Shakespeare seems to exploit this complexity, having Diana both protect Marina’s
chastity and watch over Thaisa, the mother figure of the play.
Diana was the patron goddess of the city of Ephesus, where Thaisa stays in Diana’s temple in
chastity and quiet religious observance. Ephesus was a great, thriving city in the time of
Ancient Greece through the Roman Empire. It was located in Asia Minor, or present-day
Turkey, on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea. The Temple of Diana at Ephesus was one of
the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. The Ephesians constructed the temple out of
marble. It contained 127 marble columns as well as enormous bronze statues of Amazons
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Artemis:
Called Diana by
the Romans,
patron goddess of
the city of Ephesus.

Cybele of Anatolia:
Fertility goddess
and mother of the
gods, stemming
from pre-Greek
mythology.

sculpted by the premier artists of the time. This temple at
which the Ephesians worshipped Diana, or Artemis as
they called her, was not a temple at which a woman like
Thaisa would have lived a nun-like life. The temple in
Shakespeare’s play is much more like a Catholic abbey, a
familiar concept to the English in the 16th century, but
nothing like the actual temple as it would have existed in
the time of Pericles. The temple in the time of Ancient
Greece was both a shrine and marketplace and would
have been bustling with activity of traders and
worshippers from across the ancient world. In addition,
Artemis of the Ephesians was a fertility goddess with her
chest covered by breasts who represented Mother Earth.
In Shakespeare’s time, however, Diana was a major
symbol of chastity. This dual nature the goddess of both
chastity and fertility came about with the melding of two
pagan goddesses. The Greek Artemis, a chaste woodland
goddess, blended with the worship of a much more
ancient and savage fertility goddess, Cybele of Anatolia,
who was linked to moon worship and farming. The
Romans gave this combined goddess the name Diana.
The city became a hub of Christianity early in the first
century A.D. when St. Paul arrived in Ephesus on his Statue of Artemis of Ephesus—a
fertility goddess with her chest
mission. The Bible tells the story of Paul attempting to covered with breasts.
preach Christianity to the Ephesians, but he met with
great resistance as the Ephesians defended the worship
of their goddess. The city eventually became a Christian landmark, however, and in 431 CE
the third Ecumenical Council was held in Ephesus. In addition, the Virgin Mary, another
complex symbol of chastity and fertility, is reputed to have died in Ephesus. In Pericles,
Thaisa lives for 14 years in chastity as a nun and then leaves her life in the temple to take her
rightful place as the mother figure of her
family, acting as another symbol of the
“virgin mother.”
Shakespeare
i ncorporat ed
many
characters and stories from Greek and
Roman myths viewed through the lens of
his own time. The religion and politics of
Shakespeare’s England colored the
references to theses ancient myths and
characters—his audiences would easily
recognize the references and hopefully as
easily see themselves and their world in
the tales.

The three facets of Diana: the goddess of the hunt, the
goddess of the moon and veiled, the goddess of
childbirth. From Vincentio Cartari, Le Imagini degli Dei
degli Antichi, 1609.
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Family Dynamics in Pericles

Father Knows Best?
Thus Cleon and Dionyza become adoptive parents to
Marina. Their role is clearly laid out: “to give her princely
training” (III.iii.18). They do so, and 14 years later we find
that Marina’s skills and beauty have far surpassed those of
Cleon and Dionyza’s “real” daughter, Philoten. Are
Marina’s talents a result of her childhood in Tarsus, and
her “princely training” by her adoptive parents? Or do her
graces issue from her parentage, the genes of Pericles
and Thaisa? Though we as audience are not privy to
Marina’s childhood, we learn that Pericles’ choice of
foster parents is not ideal. Whether through jealousy or
maternal love, Dionyza decides to have Marina killed so
her own daughter may prosper. Here we again see a
parent doing “what is best” for a child, but these actions
too will be punished when Cleon and Dionyza burn in
their palace.

Father Knows Best, a popular 1950s sitcom, showcased the
daily problems of the “traditional” American nuclear family.

F

When Pericles returns to Tarsus and learns his daughter is
dead, he is crippled with grief and guilt. He knows
nothing of the foul play nor that he made a grave
mistake leaving Marina with those he only perceived as
good and kind. His guilt stems from his willful
abandonment of his daughter, the regret of which sinks
him into a deep depression. The situation creates many
questions for the audience: was it wrong to leave Marina
in another land, to be raised by others? Does this make
Pericles a bad father?

amilial relationships play an important role in our
perceptions of the play’s characters. Gower
introduces us to Antiochus and his daughter, a family
unit that from the outset seems fairly traditional: a
widowed parent raising his daughter, her mother
having died in childbirth. When Antiochus gives
Pericles his riddle, we find that all is not as innocent
as it seems; the two are involved in an incestuous
relationship, with Antiochus playing the role of both
father and husband, his daughter also acting as his
wife. Pericles condemns their sinful life and flees,
escaping the death that Antiochus has ordered for all
who came before him vying for Antiochus’
daughter’s hand. Antiochus has created this rigorous
test to protect his daughter, to keep her to himself, to
do “what is best for her.” The gods have a different
idea of what is best for her; they punish the two for
their sins by striking them down with lightning.
In his flight from Antiochus, Pericles encounters
another father-daughter pair—Simonides and Thaisa.
Again there is a test for a daughter’s hand, a
tournament this time, and Pericles competes and
wins. Though Pericles does not reveal his noble birth,
Simonides keeps his daughter’s best interests in mind;
he knows she loves Pericles, he tests Pericles’ worth
and approves the match. Pericles and Thaisa are wed,
and she is soon pregnant. Presented with the
potential for a traditional nuclear family, they are
instead torn apart on their journey to Tyre. Thaisa
dies in childbirth and is set adrift at sea, and Pericles
leaves the infant Marina in the care of Cleon and
Dionyza in Tarsus.
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Illustration of Antiochus and his daughter—
Antiochia by John Stafford, 1657.

Wet Nurse:
Woman who has
recently given birth
and works as a
nanny for infants
and children of
noble ladies,
breast-feeding
both her mistress’
children and her
own.

In Shakespeare’s time, this question was one with which the audience was familiar. Most
noblewomen, after giving birth, hired a wet nurse to care for their infant. The wet nurse was
not just a nanny; she was hired because she too had recently given birth, and would nurse
both babies with her own milk. The birth parents would often have very little interaction with
the baby as she grew older. Male children were often apprenticed or sent to boarding school
as young as seven. What we would consider “absentee parenting” was a social standard in
Shakespeare’s time. Critics of these practices existed, and many noble families worried that
their children would assume traits of the lower-born nurses and servants who looked after
them. Watching Pericles may have heightened some of these fears (Dionyza attempting to kill
Marina), or allayed them (Marina ultimately prevailing as good and noble despite her
bringing up and exposure to so many evils). Lychorida was Marina’s nurse and would likely
have handled most of Marina’s daily upbringing even if Thaisa had lived. Her death is
certainly a catalyst for Dionyza’s decision to have Marina murdered.
Marina’s role in the play gradually shifts from daughter to orphan to surrogate mother, as she
maternally converts and supports the residents of Mytilene. When Pericles arrives in Mytilene,
mute and unshaven, their roles
have reversed: the daughter
becomes the parent as she
brings Pericles back from near
death, at the same time revealing
herself as his long-lost daughter.
Though separated since she was
an infant, her nurse Lychorida
has told Marina many tales of her
father, and their reunion is a
happy one. So, too, is the final
family reunion, when father,
mother and daughter come
together after so many years
apart. Technically, Thaisa has
never even seen Marina. Marina
certainly has no memories of her
parents. Even Thaisa and Pericles
have been apart for almost two
decades. It is a family reunion
nonetheless, as Shakespeare
gives us his “happy” ending
where loves lost are found and
evil is punished. Yet at the end,
Marina and Lysimachus will rule
in Tyre, Pericles and Thaisa in
Pentapolis. The family is again to
be separated almost as soon as it
is reunited. Is this truly a happy
ending? What makes a family?
The usual answers—proximity,
mutual commitment, a sharing of
common values—seem not to
apply in this situation. To
Shakespeare, the bond of blood
is what unites them, and will
despite the many disasters they
have faced and may still face.
Portrait of a pregnant noblewoman (Lady Alice Caesar) in Elizabethan
times. Artist unknown, 1597.
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Classroom Connections
Before the performance...

Plotting the Play’s Course

Freedom of Speech

The plot of Pericles unfolds over a span of more than 14
years and the characters travel between many different
cities. Working in small groups, have students create a
timeline highlighting the major events of the play.
Encourage students to first look through the play act by
act to determine which events to include. Students should
write a brief account of each major event, making certain
to note the act and scene in which it occurs, changes of
location and how each event affects what happens next
to the major character(s) involved. Groups should also
assign each event a line of text from one of the major
characters in which s/he shares how s/he feels about the
event. Upon completion, have groups share their timelines
with one another and discuss any differences in events
plotted. Display the timelines for classroom visitors to
experience.

Look at Pericles’ speech to Antiochus (I.i.96-115) when he
refuses to reveal the answer to Antiochus’ riddle:
Great King,
Few love to hear the sins they love to act.
‘Twould braid yourself too near for me to tell it.
Who has a book of all that monarchs do,
He’s more secure to keep it shut than shown….
Kings are earth’s gods, in vice their law’s their will;
And if Jove stray, who dares say Jove doth ill?

What does Pericles mean? Why does he refuse to reveal
the truth about Antiochus? Can this speech apply to world
leaders in our time? What systems does our country have
in place to protect citizens who criticize their leaders? Ask
students to write an essay about a recent event in which
people from any country have been willing or unwilling to
stand up and criticize their leaders. What were the
consequences of their actions? Do students think Pericles
did the right thing by refusing to speak the truth?

Mapping Pericles’ Journey
In Pericles several characters travel across great distances in
almost impossibly short amounts of time. For example, for
Thaisa's coffin to travel from Tarsus to Ephesus (a 600-mile
journey) in five hours, she would need to have “drifted”
120 miles per hour the entire distance. Referring to a map
of the modern Mediterranean Sea and the Middle East,
have students create their own map of Pericles’ journey in
the play, including all the ancient places visited (Mytilene,
Antioch, Ephesus and Tyre). Could Pericles have traveled as
far and as fast as the play portrays? What are these places
named today?

Adapting a Story
The story of Pericles is based on an ancient Greek story.
Adapted from the original Greek into Latin and then into
medieval English, the tale came to Shakespeare via the
14th-century poet John Gower, and Shakespeare
collaborated with another writer to adapt it yet again.
Have students separate into groups of four to six. With
each group utilizing a well-known myth or fairy tale, have
each student write four original lines of a new story based
on this already-existing myth or fairy tale. After the first
student has finished four lines have them pass the story to
the next student and have the next student continue the
story. Once all the groups have finished creating their
story around the circle, have each group share their story
with the entire class and then share the original myth or
fairy tale it was based on. How similar were the new
stories to the originals? How did they differ?

My Family’s Journey
Pericles and his family take an epic journey over the course
of the play. What is your family’s journey? Ask students to
draw a map of their family’s history, tracing their
geographical journey through as many generations as
possible to the present day. What accidents of fate bring a
family together or tear them apart?

And the Moral of the Story Is...

Curses, Foiled Again

Morality Plays, allegorical dramas popular in Europe during
the 15th and 16th centuries, contained characters that
personified moral qualities (such as charity) or abstractions
(such as death or youth), and taught moral lessons. At the
end of the play, Gower relates the fates of all the major
characters. Did Shakespeare intend for Pericles to be a
morality play? Explore the moral qualities and abstractions
that each character embodies and how those traits
determine their fate.

Shakespeare often built “foils” into his plays: characters or
themes that can serve as a contrast to each other. Pericles
includes many virtuous characters who can be contrasted
with their corrupt counterparts. Have students get in small
groups and create silent statues showing what each of the
following looks like: tyrrany vs. justice, corruption vs. virtue,
a good mother vs. a bad mother. How can we
communicate these themes with our bodies? As students
watch the play, ask them to look for characters who may be
“foils” of each other and compare the way they use their
bodies to communicate character.
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Classroom Connections

…After the performance
Choosing an Emblem

Opposites

In Act II, Scene 2 of Pericles, the knights courting Princess
Thaisa of Pentapolis each have a proverb and an emblem. The
princess reads the proverbs as they are written in Latin and
describes the emblem to her father, who then translates the
proverb into English. These proverbs and emblems were
meant to represent the knights’ belief systems, demonstrating
their virtue and abilities. Presumably, Shakespeare took them
all from the 1586 text A Choice of Emblems by Geoffrey
Whitney, the first published book of emblems in English
complete with woodcutting images. Present samples of other
emblems and pictures from Whitney to the class (www.mun.
ca/alciato/wcomm.html). Working individually, have students
find one proverb or motto from three different sources (i.e.
Pericles or another Shakespeare play, a religious text, a
contemporary song) that they feel describes their personality
or personal strengths. Have students design a corresponding
graphic for each proverb either by drawing or collage of
images. Each student should present their completed emblems
to the class and, if they choose, briefly explain why they
selected each proverb and graphic.

Shakespeare incorporated many opposites into his plays, within
the dramatic structure as well as the language, and Pericles is
no exception. Working individually, have students brainstorm
opposites in the play—referring to the language, story,
characters or events. Ask students to share their responses.
Which opposite seems to be most prominently explored
throughout the play? How could it be shown in a production
through costumes, scenery, lights and sound? Have students
work in small groups to brainstorm a production concept and
share with the rest of the class.

Water, Water Everywhere
Water as an ancient and universal symbol has many
interpretations. Many view water as a symbol for purification,
nourishment, rebirth, regeneration, renewal and fertility. Others
see water as an uncontrollable element, a sign of despair,
hopelessness, destruction and death. Pericles is rich with water
imagery—ask students to examine the text noting references to
water imagery. Ask students to explore the symbolism of water
in these passages of text. What does Shakespeare convey
through this use of imagery?

Outlook on Life

What is a Family?

In his book The Power of Myth Joseph Campbell writes:
“Chance, or what might seem to be chance, is the means
through which life is realized. The problem is not to blame or
explain but to handle the life that arises…. The best advice is to
take it all as if it had been your intention—with that, you evoke
the participation of your will.” Write the quote on the board
and ask students to consider it in relationship to Pericles’
behavior throughout the play. Is Pericles’ life shaped by
chance? Does he behave as if it is? Does he appear to hold
others responsible for his fortunes or misfortunes? Does he
move as if he is in complete control of all events—positive and
negative? Have students journal a response to the quote,
noting three examples from the play that support their
reaction, and afterwards share their responses with one
another in small groups.

The notion of “family” is one that has evolved significantly
throughout history; from prehistoric times through modern
times. In today’s headlines we are constantly reminded of the
changeability of the word family as single parents, adoptive
parents and gay couples all make us question our definition of
family. What are the required characteristics of a family? How
do we define family? What roles do family members play? How
does a child’s upbringing affect his/her personality, and how
much of personality is genetic? Could an audience member’s
definition of family effect his/her perception of Pericles, a play
about variations of familial relationships?

A Monarch’s Role
In Pericles Shakespeare shows audiences different rulers from
several different cities. Brainstorm as a class the duties and
responsibilities of a king or leader to his kingdom and people;
write the responses on the board. Individually have students
identify the kings or rulers in Pericles and list 2-3 qualities each
possesses that make him either a good or bad ruler, making
certain to support each assigned quality with a quote or act.
Compile a class list of all the rulers and divide the students into
small groups, assigning each group a ruler. Within the groups,
have students create a How-To-Rule manual, written from their
assigned ruler’s perspective. What sort of advice would he give
to future kings? What actions should they take to instill a
prosperous kingdom? Does it matter what the people think of
the ruler? Would he recommend a particular course of action or
policy? Have groups present their manuals to the rest of the
class; compile the manuals into a larger binder for students and
visitors to reference in the future.

Fathers and Daughters
Some Shakespearean scholars believe that in his latter works,
the Bard examined more closely the bonds between fathers
and daughters because of his developing relationship with his
eldest daughter Susanna. Reflect with the students on their
views of father-daughter relationships: What are contemporary
views of the roles of fathers and daughters in each others’
lives? What images or stories from television shows, news,
movies, books or magazines support these views? How do you
see them playing out in your personal experiences? Have
students compare their contemporary views to the
relationships between Pericles and Marina, Antiochus and his
daughter, and Simonides and Thaisa.
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